Exam, Thursday, 11/15/12

- 10 questions True/False (worth 1 point each)

- 5 questions Short Answer - a few sentences (worth 8 points each)
  - You will have a choice to answer 5 out of 6 questions provided

- Total 50 points

How to study?

- You should know the main point of each assigned reading.
  - You should understand whether the author uses an economistic or a sociological perspective
  - If applicable, you should be able to tell which social forces (culture, social structure, and/or power) the author is focusing on in their analysis
How to study?

- You should be able to apply the concepts and theoretical perspectives discussed in class to concrete examples
  - You should first understand what the concept/theoretical perspective means
  - You should think of examples from readings, from presentations, or from your own observations that can illustrate these concepts/theoretical perspectives

Sample True/ False

- A sociological view emphasizes that we consume products for their utility.
  _ TRUE
  _ FALSE
### Sample True/False


  _ TRUE

  _ FALSE

### Sample short answer question

- UCI can be analyzed as a bureaucratic organization.

  a. List the four aspects of bureaucracy.

  b. Provide concrete examples from UCI to illustrate each of these aspects.
Sample short answer question

- You help your close friend study for the sociology exam. Your friend offers you $100 cash for this. You say, “I feel awkward receiving money for helping you out.”

  a. How would Viviana Zelizer, “Payments and Social Ties” explain your reaction?

  b. What is a “hostile worlds view”?

  c. According to a scholar advocating a hostile worlds view, what consequences can paying money have for friendship relations?

Good luck studying!

- Anne is holding her regular office hours on Wednesday 11/14 from 2:00-3:00pm.
- Anne is holding special on-line office hours on Wednesday 11/14 evening from 8:00-9:00pm. Log into chat on EEE.